
BRAND ATTRIBUTES

The Strong Towns logo is our most important 
asset, and its use should be consistent. Make sure 
to always follow these guides when using our logo.

Do not rearrange the elements of the logo,  
do not stretch, skew, or distort the logo in  
any way.

COLOR

The primary logo should be used whenever 
possible. The use of other colors should be 
determined by the amount of contrast between 
the logo and background that allows for maximum 
legibility.

The white logo should be used when color 
printing options are limited, or when used over 
photography where the color logos are not legible.

The black logo is for limited use cases when color 
printing is unavailable.

ALTERNATE LOGO

An alternate version of the logo has been created 
to be used when incorporating the bars into the 
design of collateral.

MONOGRAM

Our monogram should always be used in 
conjunction with our primary or alternate logo as 
a supporting graphic element, or an end mark in 
text. The monogram may be used on its own when 
size limitations prevent the use of the primary or 
alternate logos.

Contact our designer to approve use of the monogram.

SIZE

To maintain our logo's integrity and legibility,  
do not use it smaller than the indicated width.

CLEAR SPACE

Maintain adequate clear space around all  
four sides of the logo. This is equal to height  
of the S (x).

Logo

M I N I M U M  S I Z E

Digital: 50 pixels
Print: 1/2 inch

P R I M A R Y  LO G O A LT E R N AT E  LO G O M O N O G R A M

Our brand identity is 
the unique collection of 
visual and verbal assets 
that make up the Strong 
Towns brand. 

Our brand identity includes our logo, color 
palette, and typography. We leverage a broad array 
of assets to create visual interest, maximize impact 
and gain recognition.

Our brand attributes represent what our 
community and partners should think and feel 
about us. They should be represented in every 
interaction with our audience—print collateral, 
advertising, and website—in both words and 
visuals.
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Logo Files
Understanding our different logo files is important 
for making sure our colors display consistently 
and correctly, and our logo always appears at the 
highest quality.

The diagram at right shows how files within the 
logo pack are named and the variants that exist. 

FILE TYPES

There are two main categories of file types, vector 
(.ai) and raster (.png). Vector files can scale 
infinitely but often require design software in 
order to be used. Raster files cannot be used larger 
than they are created, but they can be used for 
most day-to-day applications.

COLOR

Files are labeled as follows:

• 4C – Standard four-color printing 

• PMS – For spot color printing and printer 
reference

• RGB – Digital-  or screen-use

• The black (k) and white (w) logos can be used 
in digital or print, following the usage guides on 
the previous page
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Yellow

strong_towns-alt-4c-db.ai

N A M E

Strong Towns

* A PNG file can only be created in RGB, and should only be used 
for digital/screen purposes, so no 4C or PMS files are provided.

Typography
BRAND FONTS

Our brand fonts have flexiblity in their use to 
allow for editorial style typography. Mix and 
match Mixta Sharp and Synthese for headlines, 
callouts, and accents to vary the look and feel of 
communications.

FreightText should only be used for body copy, 
it is clean and professional and is easy to read in 
paragraph format and at smaller sizes. Synthese 
may also be used as a body font for a more 
contemporary look.

All of our fonts are available with an Adobe 
Creative Cloud subscription, for most print and 
web use. See Adobe's website for all licensing 
information.

Use the text styling in this document as an 
example of branded type use.

Mixta Sharp Hair
Mixta Sharp Thin
Mixta Sharp UltraLight
Mixta Sharp Light
Mixta Sharp Regular
Mixta Sharp Medium
Mixta Sharp Bold
Mixta Sharp Black
Mixta Sharp Heavy

Synthese Light Oblique

Synthese Book Oblique

Synthese Regular Oblique

Synthese Bold Oblique

Synthese Ultra Oblique

FreightText Light Italic
FreightText Book Italic
FreightText Medium Italic
FreightText SemiBold Italic
FreightText Bold Italic

MICROSOFT OFFICE, GOOGLE  
WORKSPACE AND WEBSAFE FONTS

Substitute our brand fonts with Georgia and Arial 
in Microsoft Office, Google Workspace documents 
or when not available for use as web fonts.

Georgia Regular
Georgia Bold

Arial Regular

Arial Bold

Our brand typefaces should not be used in 
Microsoft Office documents that will be 
distributed externally.*

* If you are running a recent version of Microsoft Office that 
supports font embedding, you may use our brand typefaces 
if you embed the fonts in your final output. Additionally, if 
you distribute a PDF of a Word document or PowerPoint 
presentation, you may use our brand fonts.

Colors
COLOR PALETTEOne of the most important ways to visually 

represent our brand attributes is through our 
brand colors. Always use color thoughtfully to 
provide the most impact.

* Note: Our light blue is not accessible over white backgrounds 
on the web, so we have an alternate light blue that closely 
matches. The web accessible light blue should only be used to 
replace light blue for text headlines.

PMS 289 C
RGB 12 35 64
HEX/HTML #0C2340
CMYK 100, 66, 0, 76

PMS 1365 C
RGB 255 181 73
HEX/HTML #FFB549
CMYK 0, 28, 79, 0

PMS 2717 C
RGB 167 198 237
HEX/HTML #A7C6ED
CMYK 32, 13, 0, 0

WEB ACCESSIBLE*
HEX/HTML #5790DB
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